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Abstract: Data communication protocols show an increasing complexity in terms of variable configurations – especially
if their target execution area is highly dynamic. One domain that represents these characteristics are mobile
ad-hoc networks (MANets). Since nodes are moving, the situation surrounding a particular node is steadily
changing. This provides the opportunity to significantly increase the system’s performance by continuously
adapting the protocol. This paper demonstrates the benefit of such an adaptation using the Organic Network
Control (ONC) system. Based upon a brief overview of ONC, the adjustment of the framework to enable
the control of MANets is described, followed by a simulation-based evaluation using an exemplary broadcast
protocol.

1 INTRODUCTION

As the number of interconnected devices and the cor-
responding transfer load of data communication net-
works is steadily increasing, networks reach their lim-
its. This leads to the insight that the currently used
techniques (e. g. protocols and infrastructure) will not
be able to cope with the demand in the near future
(Handley, 2006). Based upon this assumption, re-
searchers develop new concepts (e. g. for the Internet
(Siekkinen et al., 2007)). To cope with the problem,
two approaches are possible: Develop new protocols
(with higher complexity in terms of more parame-
ters) and increase the quality of service or dynam-
ically adapt existing protocols to changing environ-
ments, which is done by the Organic Network Control
(ONC) system (introduced in (Tomforde et al., 2009a;
Tomforde et al., 2009b)).

The ONC system is based on the principles of
Organic Computing (Schmeck, 2005) which is a re-
cent research area focusing self-organisation to deal
with complex problems. Autonomous entities are act-
ing without strict central control and achieve global
goals although their decisions are mainly based on lo-
cal knowledge. The authors assume that due to the
complexity of the particular tasks not all situations
can be foreseen during the development process of
the system. Therefore, the system must be adaptive
and equipped with learning capabilities, which leads

to the ability to learn new actions and strategies for
previously unknown situations. The self-control of
network entities is also part of the focus of Autonomic
Computing (Kephart and Chess, 2003).

A demanding challenge for the ONC system is
the control and adaptation of mobile ad-hoc network
(MANet) protocols as they are processed in highly
dynamic environments. The possible movement of
nodes leads to a continuous change of the situation:
Neighbours are getting out of reach or joining the
sending distance. This does not only lead to complex
problems of how to configure the protocol, it also of-
fers high potential for an improvement of the system
performance. Within this paper, we explain how the
ONC system is applied to a MANet broadcast proto-
col and how the overall performance of the MANet
system can be increased using ONC.

This paper demonstrates the application of the
ONC system to MANet-based broadcast protocols
by dynamically adapting network protocol parame-
ters (e. g. values for timeouts, maximum number of
re-transmissions, number of open connections, etc.).
Section 2 describes the related work and gives a sum-
mary of approaches to adapting network protocols dy-
namically to changing environments, followed by an
overview of the ONC system in Section 3. In Sec-
tion 4, we explain how the ONC system can be ap-
plied to a new protocol and what is actually done
to enable MANet protocol control using ONC. Af-
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Figure 1: Architecture of the ONC system.

component (which is currently realised as a Learning
Classifier System (LCS)). The Observer is responsi-
ble for locally collecting status information about the
network protocol instance and its settings. Addition-
ally, it aggregates the observed figures and augments
them with optional further knowledge (e.g. prediction
values, historic knowledge, etc.) and builds a vector
describing the current situation at the node. This sit-
uation vector then serves as input to the Controller
which has to fulfill two tasks: evaluate the system’s
performance within the last evaluation cycle and de-
cide about the next action to be taken. The main com-
ponent of the Controller is a LCS which is realised as
an adapted variant of Wilson’s XCS (Wilson, 1995).
The LCS is responsible for choosing the next action
– based on the situation vector. The result of the se-
lection process is an action (a configuration of param-
eter sets for the controlled protocol) and a prediction
value of how the system will perform after applying
the action. To evaluate the system’s performance, the
Controller compares the system’s performance mea-
sure (the fitness function) with the last prediction and
calculates the reward for the LCS to enable the au-
tomated learning. In case the LCS does not contain
a matching parameter set, new classifiers need to be
created. In contrast to the original LCS algorithm,
however, the ONC architecture does not allow new
classifiers (pairs of situation/conditions and parame-
ters/actions) to be created randomly by Genetic Algo-
rithms. Instead, control is transferred to Layer 2 of
the ONC architecture.

Layer 2 of the ONC system is again designed us-
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Figure 2: Environment representation.

As nodes within the first circle are really close
(50m), their exact position does not matter. The sec-
ond circle (125m) has been partitioned into 4 sectors,
the third circle (200m) into 8 sectors, and the forth
circle (250m, maximum transmission range) into 16
sectors. The next two circles (375m and 500m) are
representing the area within sensing range - with both
circles divided into 32 sectors each. We assume that
a node is able to determine the current positions of its
neighbours in sensing range relative to its own posi-
tion (e. g. based on GPS, see (Pahlavan and Krishna-
murthy, 2001)). Additionally, the node’s direction of
movement is needed since it has high influence on the
best parameter set (e. g. moving towards/away from a
set of nodes influences the delay). Due to the sector-
based approach, situations are generalised which is
necessary to avoid evolving a rule for each situation.

The Layer 1 component is responsible for the
adaptation process and for increasing the system’s
performance by learning. Again, two aspects have to
be considered: a learning feedback and a measure-
ment to compare different situations. To enable the
learning feedback, a fitness or evaluation function is
needed. Several fitness functions have been proposed
for MANet protocols. Since our current focus is set
on MANet-based broadcast algorithms, the standard
functions are Packet Delivery Ratio and Packet La-
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#FwMess

The variable x stands for the currently observed
network protocol instance. Since a new parameter set
has to be applied for a minimum duration to show its
performance, we use evaluation cycles defining dis-
crete time slots. The duration of the cycle depends
on how dynamic an environment is: The faster it
changes, the shorter is the cycle to be chosen. For
the last evaluation cycle, the function takes into ac-
count the sum of all messages being forwarded by all
of the neighbours and the node to be evaluated within
the last evaluation cycle (#FwMess), and the sum of
all messages being received by them (#RecMess).

The second aspect on Layer 1 is the comparison
of situations: we need to quantify the distance of two
situations. The target is that more similar situations
will receive a low distance value and those having low
similarity will receive a high distance value. Based
upon the sector-based situation description as intro-
duced before, a measure for the similarity of two enti-
ties (A, B) can be defined. To be able to determine the
distance, the possible influence of rotation and reflec-
tion are deducted initially. Afterwards, the formula
for the distance (δ) can be defined with r ∈ RADII
and s ∈ SECTORS as follows:

δ(A,B) = ∑
r

∑
s
(Ar,s−Br,s)2/r.distance

The function r.distance defines the radius size as
introduced before (50m, 125m, . . . ). Ar,s gives the
number of neighbours within the sector s of radius
r for the situation description A. This means that the
importance of a node’s neighbour decreases if it is sit-
uated within an outer radius.

Finally, Layer 2 has to be able to build adequate
simulation scenarios out of the information obtained
by Layer 1. In ONC, we use the standard network
simulation tool NS-2 (Fall, 1999), but this can eas-
ily be exchanged by other solutions. The network
simulator NS-2 has a large set of integrated or avail-
able standard protocols, but for recently developed
or proprietary protocols a simulation model probably
does not exist. The engineer has to provide a realistic
model (as it is also used during the protocol develop-
ment) which can be adapted to the observed situation

by generating an appropriate scenario. The adapta-
tion of the scenario is done using the configuration
interface by considering the observed situation of the
node, e.g., a randomised instance of the sector-model
is created defining the distribution of the neighbour-
ing nodes and the movement direction of the node is
transmitted to NS-2 using the same coordinate system
as for the observed system. After finishing the previ-
ously described tasks, ONC is able to control MANet-
based protocols. The benefit of the dynamic control
is demonstrated in the next Section.

5 EVALUATION

Based upon the previously described adaptations,
ONC is able to control MANets. Within this Sec-
tion, the results of the evaluation are presented. Since
the adaptation of protocols is organised locally - but
has high influence on the network-level, both aspects
are taken into consideration. Therefore, we start with
the experimental setup, followed by a short introduc-
tion of the analysed protocol, and conclude with the
achieved results for the local and the network-wide
view.

5.1 Experimental Setup

The ONC framework is implemented in JAVA. The
moving agents communicating via the MANet pro-
tocol are simulated using the Multi-Agent Simulation
Toolkit MASON (Luke et al., 2004), with each agent’s
protocol instance representing a SuOC of the architec-
ture as depicted in Figure 1. The respective Layer 1
Controller is an adapted Learning Classifier System as
described in (Tomforde et al., 2009b). At Layer 2, the
standard network simulation tool NS-2 (Fall, 1999)
is used to evolve new parameter sets in combination
with a standard Genetic Algorithm (population size:
15, new children per iteration: 7, mutation rate: 0.2
per child, all children via crossover with fitness-based
selection of parents). We use two different simulation
tools in order to avoid having exactly the same condi-
tions while optimising rules, since a complete copy of
the current situation observed in the real environment
within the simulator is not realistic. 100 agents have
been created and applied to the simulated area, which
has dimensions of 1000 x 1000 cells (corresponds to
1000 x 1000 meters). The agents move according to a
random-waypoint-model. The Physical/Mac layer is
an IEEE 802.11 in ad-hoc mode at 2 Mbps.

To demonstrate the performance of ONC control-
ling MANets, we choose the Reliable Broadcast Pro-
tocol (R-BCast) as introduced in (Kunz, 2003), since
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Figure 3: Comparison of simulation results for one node: uncontrolled and ONC-controlled.

Figure 4: Nework-wide comparison of simulation results: uncontrolled and ONC-controlled.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper described how the Organic Network Con-
trol (ONC) system is applied to mobile ad-hoc net-
works (MANets). Therefore, a brief overview of the
system has been given, followed by a description of
the adjustments needed to apply ONC to this type of
protocols. Afterwards, the benefit of ONC control
has been demonstrated using an exemplary MANet-
broadcast protocol.

Current and future work of the system focuses on
three main aspects: Increase the performance of the
control mechanism by improving its behaviour, de-
crease the effort spent on evolving new rules by using
a simple collaboration mechanism, and demonstrate
the generic character of the approach by applying it to
other types of protocols that are performed in highly
dynamic environments (e.g. sensor networks).
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